Installation manual
AUX-IN Audi
A4 8K, A5 8T
Congratulations to your new AUX IN.
Thank you for choosing a product of Kufatec GmbH.

Please take note that the installation can only be done by vehicles which are using a 12V battery. In particular trucks, all-terrain vehicles and commercial diesel cars including taxis are running often with 24V batteries and an installation is not possible in these kind of vehicles.

Take care to ensure no devices are affected or damaged that are relevant to security or safe operation of the vehicle.

Before starting the installation the battery has to be disconnected!

This unit is only for use in the following vehicles. Only connections described within this instruction guide are allowed or required to use for installation.

For damage impact caused by faulty installation, unsuitable connections inappropriate vehicles Kufatec GmbH assumes no liability.

We advise you that these units process datas out of the CAN - protocol from the vehicle. As the supplier of this device we don’t know the overall system you are working with. If our device causes damage due to other changes made by to the vehicle Kufatec GmbH assumes no liability.

If the car manufacturer’s don’t agree with the installation of our device by reason of warranty the Kufatec GmbH assumes no liability. Please check conditions and warranty before you begin the installation.

Kufatec GmbH supplier reserves the right to change the device specifications without notice.
AUX IN Radio Concert, Symphony

**Conditions** for retrofitting AUX IN:

- Factory fitted Radio Concert, Symphony system
- **Not** suitable for vehicles equipped with MMI system

**Scope of delivery**

- Wiring
- AUX IN socket
- Manual

**Coding**

- After installation you need to code the system to AUX IN. Please contact an Audi VW dealer or workshop with diagnostic system.

**Coding:**

Address 56 - Byte 00 - Bit 0 to 1
Installation instruction

The scheme below shows how to wire the looms as well as the location of the single parts.

1. **AUX IN socket (arm rest)**
   - The location can be different (for example glove box)

2. **Radio system (Quadlock connection)**

Please remove the rear vent in the back of the vehicle using suitable tools (image 1, 2). Mount the AUX IN socket into the arm rest (image 3). Wire the looms into the front of the vehicle.

Remove (gently) the cover of the screen using suitable tools (in order to avoid damages) (image 4). Disconnect the connector of the airbag light. Please remove by pulling the vents (image 5) as well as the climate control (image 6) by using suitable tools.
Installation instruction

Loose the 4 screws of the radio unit and remove it. Disconnect the Quadlock connection.

With the connection of 3 new wires you will complete the fitting of the AUX IN adapter. Please see scheme below (blue marked figures).

The installation has been finished. Please check all wirings for proper connection.